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Abstract: The threat of zoonoses (i.e., human infectious diseases transmitted from animals) because
of industrial animal farming may be receiving less attention in society due to the putative wildlife
origin of COVID-19. To identify societal responses to COVID-19 that do address or affect the risk of
future zoonoses associated with industrial animal farming, the literature was screened for measures,
actions, proposals and attitudes following the guidelines of a scoping review. Forty-one articles with
relevant information published between 1 January 2020 and 30 April 2021 were identified directly
or indirectly via bibliographies from 138 records retrieved via Google Scholar. Analysis of relevant
content revealed ten fields of policy action amongst which biosecurity and change in dietary habits
were the dominant topics. Further searches for relevant records within each field of policy action
retrieved another eight articles. Identified responses were furthermore classified and evaluated
according to groups of societal actors, implying different modes of regulation and governance. Based
on the results, a suggested policy strategy is presented for moving away from food production in
factory farms and supporting sustainable farming, involving the introduction of a tax on the demand
side and subsidies for the development and production of alternative meat.

Keywords: COVID-19; industrial livestock farming; factory farming; zoonoses; zoonotic risk; societal
responses; zoonotic tax; alternative meat

1. Introduction

The ravages of the COVID-19 pandemic that, besides its impact on human health,
has engendered pervasive social and economic corollaries, has raised public awareness of
animals as a source of human pathogens. Since the first cases of severe pneumonia due to
the SARS-CoV-2 coronavirus were recorded in December 2019 in Wuhan in the Chinese
province of Hubei [1,2], it has become a likely scenario that the virus originated in bats as
primary hosts, and, via further spread to intermediary hosts, such as pangolins, jumped
the species barrier to humans [3,4]. This transmission is deemed to have happened at the
Huanan Seafood Wholesale Market in Wuhan through the close contact of customers with
live animals or meat [3–5].

According to the World Health Organization, “any disease or infection that is natu-
rally transmissible from vertebrate animals to humans” is defined a zoonosis or zoonotic
disease [6]. More than half of all known human pathogens have been reported to be
zoonoses [7], COVID-19 being thus but one out of a plethora of zoonotic diseases that have
been afflicting mankind. Among infectious diseases that have emerged since 1940–2004, the
proportion of zoonoses amounts to roughly 60% [8], and among emerging and re-emerging
infectious diseases that have arisen or reappeared within the last decades since the 1970s [9],
the proportion increases even further up to 73% [7], with a disproportionate representa-
tion of viruses [7]. Importantly, efficient transmissibility among humans is a necessary
precondition for a zoonotic pathogen, such as SARS-CoV-2, to precipitate an epi- or even
pandemic [10]. Besides COVID-19, notorious examples of zoonoses include AIDS/HIV,
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cholera, Ebola, influenza, Lyme disease, malaria, measles, Middle East respiratory syn-
drome (MERS), plague, Rift Valley fever, smallpox, tuberculosis, variant Creutzfeldt–Jakob
disease, West Nile fever and Zika virus disease [11–14]. Many of these have been major
causes of death throughout the recent history of humanity [14].

The COVID-19 crisis is already the third pandemic of the 21st century due to the
fact of a zoonotic pathogen. The origins of the global SARS epidemic in 2002 and 2003,
caused by the SARS-CoV coronavirus, were traced to wildlife trade in South China [15],
akin to the onset of the COVID-19 outbreak. By contrast, the influenza pandemic of 2009
and 2010 due to the H1N1 influenza A virus, also referred to as “swine flu”, took its
course from industrial pig farms in Mexico [16,17]. Even though 72% of infectious zoonotic
diseases having emerged between 1940 and 2004 originated from wildlife [8], intensive
livestock farming is held as a major driver of the emergence of infectious diseases [18–20].
Indeed, the past quarter century has seen further zoonotic outbreaks attributed to industrial
farming that have, however, not become pandemic owing to restricted human-to-human
transmissibility of the respective pathogenic agents. These zoonotic events include repeated
epidemics caused by the avian influenza virus H5N1 (“bird flu”), associated with industrial
poultry farming that first appeared in Hong Kong in 1997 [20,21], and the Nipah virus
encephalitis outbreak in Malaysia in 1998 and 1999 elicited by intensive pig farming [22].

Food animal production has undergone a transformation towards intensification and
industrialization that in many parts of the world commenced before the middle of the last
century [23]. This change has been driven by at least three major forces associated with
increasing demand for meat, i.e., the rapidly growing world population; demographic
changes such as proceeding urbanization; socio-economic advancement [24]. The hall-
marks of intensive livestock farms, of which commonly used alternative terms include,
amongst others, “factory farms”, or “CAFOs” (concentrated animal feeding operations),
involve the raising of animals in confinement at high densities that are fed on defined diets
and deprived of foraging, moreover the application of economies of scale and automated
machinery equipment as well as the use of biotechnology [23,25]. Such an environment
represents an excellent breeding ground for zoonotic pathogens. The concentrated contain-
ment of large numbers of stressed wildlife not only increases the risk of disease contraction
and transmission among livestock animals [18,26], but these conditions likewise favour
mutations and genetic recombination among diverse pathogens that are mutually trans-
missible between wildlife, farmed animals and humans [18,23]. For example, pig stocks
play an outstanding role as “mixing vessels”, facilitating genetic exchange across porcine,
avian and human influenza A viruses that infect pigs, which might lead to the generation
of novel zoonotic strains [27]. The spread of the pathogens outside of farms can ensue in
various ways, particularly via infection of personnel in close contact with the animals (e.g.,
farmers, farm workers and veterinarians) and through disposal of animal waste [23,28].
Factory farms, hence, act as incubators, amplifiers and transmission ports of zoonotic
pathogens [18].

The situation is aggravated because animals that render high yields as encountered
on factory farms are often genetically homogeneous and, thus, more susceptible to in-
fections and epidemics than genetically diverse livestock [29]. The resulting plentiful
overuse of antibiotics on industrial farms, particularly for non-therapeutic disease preven-
tion and growth promotion, fuels the development of multi-drug resistance in bacterial
strains [26,30,31]. Even if these strains do not cause human infections, antibiotic resistance
genes can be passed on to bacteria pathogenic to humans, which poses another major
jeopardy to public health due to the fact of industrial farming [26,30,31]. Furthermore, cul-
tivation of feed crops for livestock that requires large areas of land results in the destruction
of natural habitats, deforestation and biodiversity loss [32], substantial drivers of zoonotic
disease emergence [13]. In addition, the transportation of animals from factory farms to
remote sites of slaughter increases the risk of transmission and spread of pathogens [33].
Nevertheless, it is sometimes claimed that mainly because of biosecurity measures and
reduced contact with wildlife, factory farms are safer with respect to zoonotic risk than
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small-scale farms [34,35]; however, the drawbacks addressed above exceed any potential
benefit [34,36]. Given that worldwide meat consumption has been rising for at least the past
half century [37] and that this trend is anticipated to be sustained for the next decades [38],
the significance of industrial livestock production for the emergence of future zoonotic
diseases with pandemic potential will thus likely increase unless antagonized.

Encouragingly, there is evidence that responses to the COVID-19 crisis by different
parts of society harbour the potential for sustainable societal change that counteract the
emergence of zoonotic diseases, i.e., the causes of the crisis. In this regard, an investigation
conducted in China during the early phase of the crisis in January 2020 showed that COVID-
19 had a strong influence on negative attitudes towards game meat as compared with
organic food, particularly among the younger generations [39]. Another recent empirical
study among residents of Brazil and Portugal revealed a COVID-19-stimulated increase in
environmental awareness, social responsibility and sustainable consumption, and that the
youngest study participants pertaining to generation Y, born after 1981, were the ones most
sensitive to COVID-19-induced sustainable consumption patterns [40]. Moreover, certain
policies as responses to COVID-19 on the part of governments and organizations could
arguably trigger sustainability transitions. For example, China’s ban on wildlife trade and
consumption of terrestrial animals on 24 February 2020 was claimed to exert a protective
effect on ecosystems and to mitigate the risk of future zoonotic events and pandemics
alike [41]. Beyond that, proposals for a global ban on wildlife trade and consumption have
emerged as a further response to the crisis [42,43].

Since COVID-19 presumably originated from wildlife trade on a wet market, other
risk factors for zoonotic disease emergence, such as intensive livestock farming, might be
receiving less attention. Therefore, the purpose of the present investigation is to clarify
whether COVID-19 has stimulated societal reactions with respect to the zoonotic risk posed
by factory farming and to discuss possible implications for further action. Specifically,
the research questions addressed herein are which actual and proposed responses the
COVID-19 crisis has prompted in society, aimed at the prevention of zoonotic risk or
affecting zoonotic risk of industrial animal farming, moreover, looking at which topics the
responses encompass, and which societal actors are involved. Because of the novelty of any
COVID-19-related topic and the exploratory focus of the study, the approach of a scoping
review was chosen to reveal recommendations and proposals as well as actual responses
including policies, measures, behaviours, attitudes and beliefs in available literature since
the onset of the pandemic roughly one and a half years ago (July 2021). After a description
of the methodological approach, the results section will present the identified proposed
and actual responses, (i) classified into thematic categories corresponding to potential
fields of policy action as well as (ii) arranged according to groups of actors involved in
the implementation of the responses, i.e., government, business and civil society (i.e.,
consumers), implying different modes of governance and diverse mechanisms by which
possible changes could be effectuated. In the discussion section, findings will be critically
assessed with respect to the potential of the (proposed) responses to be sustained and
efficacious. Finally, a scenario will be outlined for the suggested appropriate policies in the
post-COVID-19 era, and the limitations of this study will be addressed.

2. Materials and Methods

A review of the available literature was conducted in close adherence to the framework
for scoping studies published by Arksey and O’Malley [44] and its extension by Levac
et al. [45]. The steps in each of the framework’s stages are described below.

2.1. Identification of Research Questions and Relevant Articles

In defining the research questions, a broad scope was applied, not restricted to any
specific type of response (proposed and actual), stakeholder, or relation of the response
to factory farming. Moreover, mapping identified responses to thematic categories and
groups of societal actors corresponded to the study purpose of analysing the range of
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different responses, their relative relevance, and spheres of (potential) implementation,
which was considered by the research questions and in the following framework stages.

Identification of relevant literature was carried out using the search engine Google
Scholar, which covers a broad range of potentially relevant sources including, aside from
peer-reviewed articles, also non-peer-reviewed pre-prints, theses and congress abstracts
as well as grey literature such as technical reports and working papers. The approach to
include not only peer-reviewed literature is in full line with the exploratory purpose of the
present study investigating a hitherto blurred subject matter. The following combination of
search terms was applied for the identification of the core literature of the present review,
appearing between 1 January 2020 and 30 April 2021 without language restriction and
excluding references and patents:

COVID-19 AND “future zoonoses OR zoonotic OR zoonosis” OR “zoonotic emergence
OR risk” OR “pandemic risk” AND “livestock production” OR “industrial animal farming”
OR “industrial food animal production” OR “intensive animal husbandry” OR “CAFO”
OR “factory OR livestock farming”.

By containing all common minimal variants of the concept of “factory farming” com-
bined with future zoonotic risk, 138 hits were generated on 30 April 2021 (Figure 1). At this
stage, the search strategy was narrowed, aimed at capturing the aspect of (future) zoonotic
risk and prevention as a response to COVID-19. This was to avoid retrieving mostly search
results of COVID-19 to be a zoonotic disease but lacking measures or recommendations for
prevention.
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Additional searches for potentially relevant records were conducted in each of the
thematic categories once these were delimitated, following the same criteria as for iden-
tification of records of the core literature. However, the search term “zoono*” was used
as a single truncated word rather than in combination in most of the thematic categories,
in order to compensate for the narrower scope inherent to each topic (cf. Appendix A).
Construction of these additional search term combinations relied upon familiarity with
the core literature and must be regarded as tentative. By this, further potentially relevant
records outside the core literature were located through Google Scholar queries, excluding
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references and patents, published between 1 January 2020 and May 2021 (for the exact
dates, see Appendix A, where applied search term combinations and additionally identified
literature are listed).

2.2. Selection of Literature, Data Extraction and Summary of Results

Each record retrieved by the search for the core literature was read completely to be
checked for relevant content. The criteria for selection required a relevant article to contain
(1) a relation between factory farming and zoonotic risk; (2) at least one recommendation,
proposal, advice, suggestion, (call for) action, measure, policy or description of behaviours,
attitudes or beliefs regarding or affecting this risk; (3) an explicit link in the article to
the COVID-19 crisis that displayed those proposals, actions, measures, attitudes, etc., as
responses to COVID-19. Blog posts that usually overtly express personal opinions and
are not intended for (peer) reviewed publication were excluded from further analysis
irrespective of their content; however, pre-prints, theses, grey literature, etc., were retained
in accordance with the exploratory nature of this study (see above). Duplicate entries
and articles with irrelevant content were removed in the next selection step (Figure 1). In
each relevant article of the core literature, references were screened for further relevant
studies excluding references to online newspaper articles. As typical of scoping studies,
the identified literature was not rated according to quality [45].

The relevance of further literature retrieved from search terms specific for each the-
matic category was checked by reading only the abstracts or summaries. Records thus
identified as potentially relevant according to the criteria of inclusion for core literature
outlined above were only selected if they explicitly contained new information not covered
by the core literature articles. The references of additional relevant literature thus identified
were not screened for further relevant articles.

A flow chart of the inclusion of relevant and exclusion of irrelevant literature is de-
picted in Figure 1, exemplified for the identification of core literature records. In line
with the research questions, each relevant content in the identified articles was further-
more assigned to thematic categories as fields of policy action. In addition, according to
Steurer [46], a distinction was drawn among groups of societal actors involved in the (po-
tential) implementation of the identified responses and policies, i.e., government, business
and private sector and civil society. Governmental regulations were further classified as
per type of instrument into legal, economic and informational [46], and intergovernmental
and super-national governance was regarded as a further type of governmental regulation.

3. Results
3.1. Identification of Relevant Literature and Thematic Categories as Fields of Action

The process of the search for the core literature and its results are depicted in Figure 1.
A query in Google Scholar yielded 138 hits from which seven duplicate entries were
excluded. Two further commentaries that appeared as non-peer reviewed blog posts
and another two potentially relevant studies that described results from before the onset
of COVID-19 were not included. Another 92 records were ruled out due to the fact of
their irrelevance, 31 of which because, even though dealing with zoonotic diseases, such
as COVID-19 as a main topic, they either lacked responses, such as recommendations,
policies, measures, behaviours, attitudes and beliefs, or were without reference to factory
farming or both. The remainder of the excluded articles embraced topics outside the
scope of the research questions. In total, 35 relevant publications were located as well as
six additional articles from their bibliographies and, therefore, a total of 41 publications
constituted the core literature of the present investigation. Subsequent scrutiny of the
core articles for relevant content gave rise to the delimitation of 10 thematic categories
as (potential) fields of policy action within which responses to COVID-19 with respect
to the zoonotic risk of industrial animal farming were identified: (1) “biosecurity and
animal health”, concerning measures of disease prevention on farms and surveillance of
emergence and spread of infectious diseases (relevant content of 20 articles of the core
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literature); (2) “dietary changes”, related to dietary responses and recommendations aimed
at the curbing consumption of animal products, specifically from factory farming (relevant
content of 11 core literature articles), effects related to direct constraints of the crisis, e.g.,
change in dietary patterns due to the lockdowns were regarded as direct consequences
rather than societal responses and, therefore, not considered; (3) “alternatives to animal
products”, i.e., options to substitute animal products, most importantly conventional meat
from factory farming by novel protein sources the production of which is associated with no
or lower zoonotic risk (10 relevant articles); (4) “prohibition of factory farming” as well as
closure of farms as a radical approach (seven articles); (5) “taxation on animal products”, i.e.,
levies to discourage consumption of meat and other animal-based products (five articles);
(6) “economic regulation of factory farming”, including investments, divestments, and
taxation on the production side (five articles); (7) “support for sustainable farming”, as an
alternative to factory farming (five articles); (8) “One Health approach”, a holistic and global
scope of action of essential importance for prevention of zoonotic diseases (five articles);
(9) “ban on wildlife trade”, a response potentially inversely correlated with factory farming
(four articles); (10) “human population degrowth”, i.e., controlling human reproduction
resulting in a decline in population (one article). The most important categories as assessed
by the number of included records were “biosecurity and animal health”, “dietary changes”
and “alternatives to animal products”. Additional specific searches in each of the categories
for records containing new information beyond the core literature afforded another eight
relevant articles, of which three were identified in “alternatives to animal products”, two
in “biosecurity and animal health”, and one each in “dietary changes”, “prohibition of
factory farming” and “support for sustainable farming” (cf. Appendix A). The resulting
numbers and proportions of articles with relevant content in each category are summarised
in Figure 2, and a tabulation of all relevant contents is provided in Table A1 in Appendix B.
In the following, identified responses are described in detail according to distinct societal
actor groups that are involved in their (potential) implementation.
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3.2. Governmental Responses
3.2.1. Legal Regulation

The one thematic category referred to most frequently in the core literature was
on farming conditions and biosecurity measures. In analysing possible solutions for
preventing future zoonoses, experts from various fields have suggested a vast array of
161 options also with respect to wildlife and captive animals as well as pets [47], out of
which Broom [48] pinpoints several generally applicable central issues and measures. The
ones applying to biosecurity on factory farms include the wearing of protective clothing,
training for farm workers, controlling access of visitors and vehicles, separation of livestock
from wild animals, preventing food and water contamination, limitation of the stocking
densities of animals to contribute to their welfare and enhance their immune systems,
regulation of international animal transports with enforcement of detailed health checks,
as well as, not treated in [47], the reduction of antibiotic overuse [48]. Along these lines
and instigated by the failure of biosecurity management resulting in the COVID-19 crisis,
Lindhout and Reniers [49] present a set of measures for improvement of biological safety.
Besides biosafety education, hygiene measures, distancing from animals and personal
protection for farm workers, the authors advocate routine disease control and preventive
vaccination in farmed animals and a mechanism for rapid isolation of farms as soon as
a zoonosis case is detected. Even though these measures could be implemented on a
self-regulatory basis by the livestock farming business, a more efficacious and realistic
means is arguably a legal framework by which to enforce such proposed policies.

Similarly, the importance of biosecurity-related measures is stressed also by other
authors. These measures include restraining and controlling contact not only between
humans and livestock animals [50] but also between wildlife and livestock [51]. Moreover,
sanitary conditions and controls as well as quarantine measures should be established
and maintained not only on farms [49,51,52] but also in slaughterhouses that must be
accredited [52], and wastewater from farms is to be safely disposed of [52]. In addition,
general screening for microbes known to be shared by livestock and humans should be
conducted [53], such as (novel strains of) SARS-CoV-2 or other viruses in mink [54,55],
and infected animals should be quarantined and disposed [55]. For example, in the
Netherlands, mink farms with SARS-CoV-2 infections were permanently closed, whereas
those without infection cases were allowed to their businesses open on the condition of
continual surveillance activities [56]. Moreover, the culling of mink in infected farms as
a biosecurity measure occurred in several countries [54,56–58]. For promoting animals’
health, rearing on pastures would be less stressful than in crowded farming units [52], and
maximum stocking densities as well as growth rates are to be legally limited, as advocated
for poultry in the UK [59]. In order to enhance innate resistance to pathogens, native
breeds are to be preferred over exotic ones [52], and selective breeding of farmed animals
with stronger immune systems to decrease their vulnerability to diseases has also been
advanced further as a proposal to reduce the use of antibiotics [60]. In this regard, it has
been requested to curb non-therapeutic use of antibiotics on farms [61], in agreement with
Broom [48], to prohibit antibiotic overuse [52] or even to dispense with the administration of
antimicrobials facilitated by improved and healthier conditions of animal keeping [62]. For
poultry farming specifically, Hedman et al. [63] point to the obligation of all countries for
responsible use of antibiotics. Collectively, management of industrial agriculture to impede
disease outbreaks in humans and livestock and prevention of resistance to antimicrobials
should be improved, as advocated in a position statement on illegal wildlife trade [64],
and the enforcement of regulations on factory farming companies to invest in measures for
mitigation of infectious disease risk has been called for [65].

There have been demands to discontinue industrial farming and close all factory
farms in the wake of the COVID-19 pandemic [20,66], and this is what happened to mink
farming in the Netherlands. SARS-CoV-2 infections in mink farms have occurred in several
countries including Denmark, France, Greece, Italy, the Netherlands, Spain, Sweden and
the United States [67]. As reported from Dutch farms, mutual transmissibility of SARS-
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CoV-2 facilitated the spillover of the virus from humans to mink thus causing epidemics
among farmed animals where the virus genetically evolved, as well as ensuing re-infections
of humans [54,57,68]. An immediate reaction to the infections on farms was the culling of
mink in the Netherlands and Spain [54,57] as well as in Denmark where novel strains of
SARS-CoV-2 associated with mink farming emerged, prompting the government to decree
the killing of all (i.e., more than 17 million) farmed mink in autumn of 2020 [57,58,69].
The Netherlands took it one step further after the prohibition of mink farming had been
declared as early as 2015 via a law taking full effect as of 1 January 2024 [54,56,70]. Due
to the massive SARS-CoV-2 infections in Dutch mink farms, a complete ban was enacted
to come into force already by the end of 2020 [54,57,58]. Banning, as far as possible, or at
least monitoring or constraining mink production has been generally advocated by Xia
et al. [58]. Similarly, the UK government has been requested to pursue a plan for phasing
out intensive poultry farming considering its zoonotic risk and animal welfare issues, with
the aim of chicken farming to become completely organic [59]. Indeed, COVID-19-induced
calls for abandoning industrial animal farming are usually accompanied by demands for
reforms towards sustainable and regenerative agriculture [17,59].

The prohibition of trade and consumption of meat from wildlife by the Chinese
government on 24 February 2020 was a rapid response to the emergence of COVID-19.
Although China has been acclaimed for this law as a milestone for averting future zoonotic
pandemics [20,41], critics have pointed to possible adverse impacts if wild meat consump-
tion and trade were banned globally. Potential risks of such a rigorous ban differ by
country and region and include food insecurity, rising poverty and human rights concerns
as well as conservation issues such as the encouragement of poaching and negative ef-
fects on sustainable development [19]. Furthermore, prohibition of wild meat trade and
consumption could spur livestock farming as consumers seek alternatives, resulting in
further habitat destruction, land-use change and biodiversity loss, additional drivers of
zoonotic disease emergence [19,64,71,72]. In response to the pandemic, legal restrictions re-
garding wildlife as a food source could thus harbour unintended consequences promoting
industrial farming, thereby increasing zoonotic risk.

3.2.2. Economic Regulation

The role of incentives to promote the shift away from industrial animal farming has
been stressed by Schuck-Paim [73]. For example, imposing taxation on animal-based food
as a response to COVID-19 has been suggested by several authors as a means of decreasing
the consumption of animal products and the associated zoonotic risk [34,61,74,75]. By in-
troducing such a Pigouvian or zoonotic tax [34], the government could impart an articulate
message to the public discouraging the purchase of “risky” products and stimulate the
adoption of more sustainable eating habits [74,76]. Tax revenues thus generated could
be allocated to support the healthcare system or implement measures for environmental
protection and natural conservation [74]. Beyond that, taxation could also apply to meat
and livestock production [62,75], and revenues could be used to benefit sustainable farming
and to fund public campaigns to encourage dietary change [62].

Besides taxation, Espinosa et al. have proposed to deploy incentives to stimulate
early reporting of disease outbreaks by farms as well as to subsidise farms according
to the zoonotic risk of their activities [34]. The rationale for the former proposal rests
upon the observation that some farms might benefit from the spillover of a disease to
other ones and the possibility to receive governmental compensation after the event of an
epidemic [34]. In addition, the authors suggest that subsidies to farms be curtailed with
the number of kept and transported animals, their genetic homogeneity and the use of non-
therapeutic antibiotics but be increased with enhanced vaccination of animals [34]. Apart
from regulation of industrial farming, additional funding of plant-based agriculture could
be directed to promote growing food for humans rather than feed for livestock [20], and
agro-ecological practices as an alternative to factory farms could be boosted by supportive
policy and favourable markets [77]. Subsidies and public funding could also be directed to
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support business and research involved in the production and promotion of competitive
alternatives to conventional protein sources such as plant-based products, insect-based food
and cultured meat [34,47,48,73,78–80]. In more detail, Smith et al. [80] emphasise the need to
publicly fund research conducted by US companies in the alternative meat sector, to expand
existing funding and to target promising innovations such as leading to lower market
prices and identification of new cell lines. In addition, regulatory mechanisms should
be initiated to facilitate the market introduction of cultured meat products [79]. Finally,
the longstanding proposal of negative human population growth to attain a sustainable
number of people on our planet has been reinforced in the face of COVID-19 [81]. It is
argued by the author that large and dense populations are prone to high pandemic risk not
only due to close contact with wildlife through the need for expansion to new habitats and
easy spread of pathogens in dense populations [81] but also because of factory farming
to supply cheap food for the masses, under conditions favourable to the emergence of
zoonotic diseases [81]. For the United States, the author suggests a sustainable reduction
to 150 million inhabitants, facilitated by tax incentives to confine the maximum number
of offspring to two children per family [81], whereas his other proposal to substantially
restrict immigration lacks the scope of a possible global solution [81].

3.2.3. Regulation by Informational Instruments

To promote alternatives to animal products, such as plant-based diets, it has been sug-
gested that public campaigns emphasising the benefits of such diets be initiated [34,47,62]
that could be funded by a tax on factory farming [62] and that official nutritional guidelines
and recommendations with respect to the role of vegetable food be revised [34]. Public
awareness should also be increased for the benefits of cultured meat products [79]. In
addition, because taxes potentially become subject to habituation and have smaller effects
on higher incomes, Bogueva and Marinova [74] propose to complement taxation of animal
products with social marketing measures to avoid failure to achieve the desired goal of
reduced meat consumption. In detail, this marketing approach comprises conveying to
consumers the sustainability of environmentally friendly as well as healthy food, and the
strength and ability of humans to effectuate a change for the better, i.e., to turn around
global warming and prevent zoonotic diseases [74]. Further aspects to be communicated
include the self-confidence for the individual that her/his actions matter and the awareness
that resources are shared among humans and with other species including future genera-
tions [74]. Aside from campaigns, the introduction of an EU-wide mandatory production
label informing consumers of the methods of food animal farming could contribute towards
more transparency also with respect to imported products and, thus, stimulate consumers’
sustainable food choices [82].

3.2.4. Intergovernmental and Supra-National Governance

The concept of One Health is a holistic, transdisciplinary approach that integrates the
well-being of people, animals as well as the environment by means of local, national and
global collaborations, and it is considered key to infectious and zoonotic disease prevention
and control [50,57,83,84]. In a workshop report of the Intergovernmental Platform for
Biodiversity and Ecosystem Services (IPBES), the coordination of this principle has been
proposed to be assumed by an intergovernmental council bringing together intergovern-
mental organisations like the WHO (World Health Organization), OIE (Office International
des Epizooties, World Organisation for Animal Health), FAO (Food and Agriculture Orga-
nization) and UNEP (United Nations Environment Programme) [75]. This council could
oversee, for example, the identification of and alerts to changes that indicate pandemic risk
and inform intervention and control measures [75]. Going beyond existing but poorly de-
veloped international One Health cooperation involving, for example, the WHO, OIE and
FAO, it has been advocated that the One Health principle be institutionalised by national
governments [75]. Importantly, an explicit scope within the One Health concept also for
livestock animals was claimed by Peters [57], who moreover argues for the advancement
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of One Health to become a legal principle and for the establishment of a global animal law
to rule out the possibility of permissive local regulations.

As addressed above, measures enforced by legal regulations that ensure biosecurity
by monitoring disease outbreaks on farms are essential tools to mitigate zoonotic risk. On
a global level, monitoring carried out with tools, such as the Global Early Warning System
for Major Animal Diseases including Zoonoses (GLEWS+), a joint risk assessment, and a
tracking system of zoonotic diseases operated jointly by the WHO, OIE and FAO [85], could
be part of a solution in the short term to minimise further pandemic outbreaks [84]. The
focus of GLEWS+ is, however, on early detection of diseases when an outbreak has already
occurred, and other networks, such as the global influenza surveillance and response
system of the WHO, are restricted to one pathogen [86]. Carroll et al. [86] therefore
call for the establishment of a collateral global early warning viral surveillance network
embedded within the United Nations. Such a viral surveillance system is envisaged to
carry out active, prophylactic screening for viral pathogens in known hotspot areas of
zoonotic disease emergence in wild and livestock animals and humans before outbreaks
occur [86]. To this end, methods of big data analysis, bioinformatics and metagenomics
could be essential tools to identify hot spots of disease emergence and for rapid detection
of pathogens as part of an interdisciplinary One Health approach [87]. In a general sense,
ten Have [88] advised applying global governance as implied by the One Health principle
to surveillance of human connections with animals, particularly in the bioindustry. Taken
together, governmental, particularly legal, regulations have been found to be the prevailing
instruments for implementing actual and proposed responses to the crisis affecting factory
farming.

3.3. Business and Private Sector

Alternative protein sources, such as pulses, algae, plant-based meat, insect-based
food and cultured meat [89], have been proposed as substitutes for meat from industrial
agriculture, thus providing a possible solution to zoonotic risk. Examples of large food
companies that have, albeit already before the pandemic, started to add plant-based
products to their portfolios, employ vegetable proteins in addition to meat or employ
a fermented fungus as a substitute for meat, are quoted by Greger [66]. However, as
pointed out by Rzymski et al. [79], cultured meat in particular and, to a lesser extent,
insect-based food harbour superior potential over plant-based products to substitute meat
from livestock because of their nutritional and organoleptic properties that come closest to
conventional meat. Cultured meat production involves growing animal muscle cells from
stem cells using controlled laboratory procedures of cell culture and tissue engineering that
enable a faster supply of the edible product than by farming and slaughtering animals and
offer the possibility of targeted nutritional modifications, and though the process requires
sterile conditions, alternatives to the use of antibiotics are available [54,79]. Nevertheless,
research and development must still address a number of technological challenges related
to the production process of cultured meat that remain to be tackled and overcome by
manufacturers to allow for its mass production [54,79].

For maintaining a high standard of biosecurity, biotech companies assume a central
role in the development of vaccines to known diseases affecting livestock such as SARS-
CoV-2 in mink [54]. Another role of business is the potentially powerful influence of food
retailers, such as supermarkets, on the food animal industry even in the absence of legal
regulation [59]. As for poultry products in the UK, it has been proposed that supermarkets
quit marketing chicken from intensive farming and abide by a long-term scheme to sell
only poultry from organic and free-range farming [59]. This measure is advised to go
along with a general reduction and increase, respectively, of offered animal- and plant-
based products and with a commitment to adhere to a self-regulatory initiative ensuring
certain standards of welfare for farmed chicken (the “Better Chicken Commitment”), which
was already adopted by food chains and retailers like KFC and Marks & Spencer [59].
Finally, divesting private capital from companies involved in factory farming and avoiding
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investments in such companies will make a significant contribution [73]. Concomitantly,
private investments are advocated to be directed to food systems that exhibit sustainable
farming practices instead of dependence on intensive animal farming in order to reduce
zoonotic risk [90]. In general, the role of business responses affecting industrial animal
farming was found to be moderate relative to the gamut of governmental regulations.

3.4. Consumers

COVID-19-related responses affecting industrial livestock farming that emanate from
civil society are most importantly associated with altered consumer behaviour and lifestyle
changes with respect to food animal products. In this regard, dietary changes forced
upon consumers by confinements during the crisis must be separated from responses
based upon awareness for (or ignorance to) the potential zoonotic risk associated with
animal products. As for dietary behaviours during social lockdowns due to the fact of
COVID-19, studies from all over the world have put forth heterogeneous results. This is
mirrored in a review on the topic that shows that several studies reported healthier diet
practices, while many others found an increase in adverse dietary choices and habits [91].
For example, a survey among Polish adults during quarantine in spring 2020 revealed
increased consumption of low-fat meat and eggs but decreased processed meat intake
except in respondents adhering to an unhealthy dietary pattern whose consumption of
processed meat also rose compared with before quarantine [92]. Likewise, surveyed during
the first lockdown period in 2020, young people aged 10–19 years from several southern
European and South American countries exhibited a significant increase in consumption
of vegetables, legumes and fruits but no change in processed meat intake except in boys
who consumed slightly more meat [93]. On the contrary, besides increased consumption of
vegetables, legumes and fruits, a lowered intake of various kinds of meat was also observed
in two studies among Spanish adults during confinement in spring 2020 [94,95], which
was associated with a shortage of meat stocks in supermarkets and grocery stores during
the lockdown period [95]. Indeed, a global decline in meat consumption occurred during
the pandemic in 2020 [54,96], which is mainly attributable to both the production and the
demand side due to the market and supply chain disruptions, consumers’ worse economic
situation [96] as well as closures of restaurants where more meat is usually consumed than
at home [97].

However, apart from economic and logistic constraints of food availability, considera-
tions of food safety based on awareness of the roots of zoonotic pandemics could also play
a role in curtailed meat intake. In this regard, an increase in demand for organic products in
high-income countries as well as a steep rise in sales of plant-based meat products in the US
noted during spring 2020 were partly traced to consumers’ food safety concerns [97]. By the
same token, Lee [98] reports on increasing consumers’ interest in products from sustainable
rather than industrial farming and in plant-based meat alternatives. In addition, the gained
popularity of veganism during the pandemic [99], a nutritional style characterized by a
radical exclusion of all animal products from the diet, could indicate many consumers’
conscious avoidance of products related to industrial farming. This is exemplified by the
results of market research in the UK that for a quarter of young adults aged 21–30 years, a
vegan diet has become more appealing because of COVID-19 [99,100].

By contrast, several survey studies cast doubt on impressions of changing dietary
patterns such as one among adults in the UK on their perceptions of potential responses
to prevent future pandemics [101]. In this study conducted during the COVID-19 crisis
in 2020, participants ascribed the highest priority to reactionary responses of epidemic
preparedness by politics, followed by preventive responses related to restriction of wildlife
trade, and rated as least important preventive solutions related to restriction of factory
farming and global meat consumption [101]. Moreover, the importance of factory farming
and meat consumption was particularly low for participants committed to high meat
consumption. Even when, before the survey, scientifically based information was provided
to the participants about equal zoonotic risk by wildlife markets and factory farming,
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the endorsement of measures to curb factory farming and global meat consumption was
still significantly below that of reactionary responses especially amongst those highly
committed to meat but not of measures to restrict wild animal markets [101]. The authors
concluded that zoonotic risk posed by factory farms is deliberately ignored particularly
by those who eat much meat [101]. A further survey from the US examined the impact of
COVID-19-related messages about the connection between factory farming and pandemic
risk or about the health risks farm workers are exposed to in factory farms on study
participants’ intentions to reduce meat consumption [102]. Though changing participants’
beliefs, these messages did not translate into significantly stronger behavioural intentions
to consume less meat and try plant-based meat alternatives or to encourage others to do
so more than “traditional” messages addressing animal welfare, environmental impacts,
and health effects of meat consumption [102]. Moreover, among the examined messages,
it was health issues that were most strongly associated with trusting the messengers,
i.e., individuals or organisations that advocate reducing meat intake [102]. A further
survey study compared attitudes towards plant-based and cultured meat in Belgium at
the beginning of 2019 and in mid-2020 after the first coronavirus wave [103]. The results
demonstrated that a surprisingly high percentage of participants expressed their probable
or definite intention to buy cultured meat, particularly the younger ones, amounting to
approximately 40% of respondents overall in each year, though devoid of a significant
change from 2019 to 2020 [103]. However, satisfaction with plant-based meat alternatives,
which was likewise pronounced among younger consumers, slightly but significantly
increased from 2019 to 2020 [103].

Among COVID-19-induced calls for reduced (excessive) consumption of animal prod-
ucts to mitigate the zoonotic risk due to the fact of factory farming [66,75], Jones [61]
elaborates on the argument by postulating a moral obligation on the part of the consumers
not to buy and eat most meat. In detail, he claims that animal products can be graded
according to their zoonotic disease risk, consumption of the riskiest of which, such as
meat from wildlife markets and factory farms but also farmed fish (due to the massive
use of antibiotics), represents complicity in collective harm. This view also implies the
moral permissibility to consume animal products with minor or lacking zoonotic risk like
wild-caught fish or meat from free-range animals from organic farms [61]. However, also
uncertainty and doubt have been expressed over the magnitude of the impact and the
sufficiency of reduced meat consumption, albeit desirable with respect to personal health
benefits, for decreasing zoonotic risk [54,79]. In this regard, we are advised to quickly
adopt eating plant-based and cultured meats that have been highlighted as safe sources of
protein in place of food from factory farms [20].

Table A1 (Appendix B) summarises the findings of the present review classified
according to thematic categories.

4. Discussion

In accordance with the purpose of the present study, an array of proposed and actual
responses to the COVID-19 crisis with relevance for zoonotic risk of industrial animal farm-
ing could be identified. Based thereon, ten thematic categories were discerned, representing
diverse fields of potential policy action. Amongst those, proposals for improved biosecurity
measures and better health of farmed animals prevail, but responses and proposals aimed
at curtailing meat consumption and at the development and propagation of alternative
meat, bearing vastly reduced or no zoonotic risk, also appear prominently in the identified
core literature. Upon matching proposed and actual responses with pre-defined societal
actors that are endowed with distinct instruments for zoonotic risk mitigation and achiev-
ing solutions, it was found that overall, suggestions to be implemented by governmental
regulation predominate, and that the private and business sector is underrepresented.
Thus, all research questions of the study could be appropriately answered. Key aspects of
the findings and implications to anticipate developments beyond the COVID-19 crisis and
to design viable policies are discussed below.
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4.1. Thematic Fields for Policy Action

The number of articles assigned to each thematic category may be roughly reflective
of the relative importance attached to it. Provisions for improved biosecurity and pathogen
surveillance on farms suggest themselves most straightforwardly as first-line measures of
risk mitigation as well as if the present-day food system is not called into question. Of note,
most other thematic fields identified herein imply abatement or elimination of industrial
animal farming through dietary change or legal or economic regulation. Indeed, given
the projected future increase in meat demand [38] and that SDG (sustainable development
goal) 2 (“zero hunger”) is compatible with intensive food animal production by factory
farms, a preponderance of recommendations for enhanced biosecurity comes of no surprise.
Partly underlying this finding might be a notion that compared with extensive small-scale
farming, zoonotic risk from intensive industrial farming is lower because the confinement
of animals minimises their contact with wildlife, provided that factory farms adhere to
good biosecurity standards [34,35]. In this regard, Alvseike et al. [104] have assumed lower
zoonotic risk per kg animal product from large-scale vs. small-scale production, and that
the next pandemic will probably not originate from intensive livestock farming. However,
important aspects argue against such a view, i.e., the substantial magnitude of any disease
outbreak amongst densely crowded livestock that generates favourable conditions for ge-
netic evolution of pathogens, the worse health status of animals in factory farms compared
with free-range livestock, the environmental contamination with animal waste as well as
high human infection risk during transportation and slaughter [34,36,73] (cf. Introduction).
Furthermore, antibiotic use per animal on factory farms exceeds that in animals kept in
more natural conditions [36], and poor compliance with biosecurity standards occurring
in the factory farming industry [73], as reported for example from Australian chicken
farms [105], has been traced to pursuit of profit and lack of regulation [36]. In addition,
Graham et al. [23] have shown that the risk of avian influenza outbreaks was not decreased
in commercial poultry farms vs. backyard production and that even improved biosecurity
measures were not necessarily associated with a decrease in avian influenza risk, whereas
reduction of stock density was.

Consumers’ COVID-motivated changes in dietary habits were revealed as a further
salient topic in which effects related to immediate constraints of the crisis were not consid-
ered as relevant literature. In this respect, altered dietary patterns due to the lockdowns
were regarded as a direct impact of the crisis rather than conscious societal responses.
However, reported changes in global meat consumption were considered relevant because
of a potential contribution of factors of awareness for food safety and zoonotic threat. In
this category, suggestions for information campaigns to promote diets with reduced or
lacking zoonotic hazards were also included. It could hence be argued that this topic is
merged with the topic of taxation of animal products, because levies are likewise aimed
at influencing consumers’ dietary habits; however, frequent proposals for a meat tax jus-
tified the delimitation of a category “taxation of animal products” of its own. It should
furthermore be emphasised that thematic categories are not independent of each other. For
example, policies regulating or prohibiting factory farming, represented by two fields of
action of their own, could influence or be influenced by other areas like dietary changes,
introduction of alternative meat or strengthening the sustainable farming sector. Moreover,
consumers’ adoption of alternative meat always goes along with dietary changes, whereas
this need not be the case vice versa. Finally, the topic of human population control and
degrowth to curb demand for meat from industrial farms as a response to COVID-19
was based on solely one article and might therefore be regarded of minor importance.
In support of the potential general relevance, another paper retrieved by the additional
literature search in this category (cf. Appendix A) advocates stopping high population
growth rates for preventing future pandemics [106]. Although the article acknowledges
factory farming as one risk factor for zoonotic pandemics, this recommendation is given in
the context of biodiversity loss and ecosystem destruction [106], which is why this paper
was not included in the body of relevant literature.
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4.2. Actors’ Roles

Hard regulation by law certainly plays a pivotal role in the prevention of zoonotic
pandemics originating from factory farms. Risky conditions on farms can be abolished
or effectively controlled by enhancing biosecurity by legal enforcement. For example, a
phase-out of the use of antibiotics as growth stimulants in animal feed was decided by
the European Union in 2003 leading to a total ban as of 2006 [107,108]. In Denmark, sev-
eral actions and bans on the non-therapeutic use of antimicrobials preceded the EU-wide
prohibition leading, in fact, to waning resistance in bacteria [108], and measures were
taken to promote biosecurity, disease monitoring and animal health on farms to main-
tain production levels after the ban [108]. Indeed, an increase in Danish pig productivity
was seen even after the complete discontinuation of antibiotics as growth promoters in
2000 [109], demonstrating the feasibility of industrial farming without their use. Similarly,
in the US, the use of antibiotics for livestock farming was restricted by law as of 2017,
rendering their administration for growth promotion illegal and stipulating prescription by
a veterinarian for other use such as disease prevention which is still permitted [110]. Ever
since there has been no indication of a negative implication for animal growth [110], and
an overall decrease in antimicrobial resistance from 2016 to 2017 was noted [110]; however,
the reduction in total use of antibiotics has partly been offset by enhanced therapeutic
prescription [110]. Lamentably, non-therapeutic application of anti-microbials in animals
is still unprohibited or poorly regulated in many parts of the world, including numerous
developing countries [111]. Limited financial resources are an important factor for insuffi-
cient regulation of biosecurity and implementing surveillance measures commensurate
with the growing intensification of animal husbandry in these countries [63,112].

Recurrent SARS-CoV-2 infections in mink eventually resulted in the prohibition of
mink farming in the Netherlands. As Peters [57] points out, a ban in one country, however,
bears the risk of stimulating business in others devoid of a ban. As per her suggestions,
solutions to prevent this effect include the prohibition of imports, lack of demand by
consumers for mink products or a global ban [57]. The legal response by the Dutch
government was driven by an immediate and palpable threat to human health. It is
therefore unlikely that other sectors of livestock farming will face closure as long as
they are not perceived as high-risk sites for an impending epi- or pandemic given the
wildlife origin of COVID-19. In view of a desirable transformation towards a sustainable
agricultural system without factory farming, it must, however, be borne in mind that
adverse issues might arise. For example, organic vs. intensive beef production has been
reported to entail a 22% increase in land use per production unit [113], and converting
global agriculture totally to organic would result in up to a 33% increased land use and
up to 15% increased deforestation by 2050, unless food wastage and consumption of
animal products are radically curtailed [114]. In addition, banning wildlife trade, markets
and consumption globally, as frequently advocated (e.g., [42,43]), could be problematic
especially regarding local and indigenous peoples’ food security and drive those deprived
of wild meat towards consumption of products from industrial farming which would
stimulate habitat destruction and deforestation as zoonotic drivers [19,71,72]. However,
given that the reliance of most countries on wild meat is very low, not exceeding 5% or
even less of their total consumption of animal protein [72], a global ban on wildlife trade
could be regarded as not implying a drastic overall rise in industrial animal farming, also
because not all wild meat would have to be substituted with products from factory farms.
On the other hand, regions with high consumption of wild meat, such as in many African
countries, would arguably be heavily impacted by such a ban, entailing undersupply of
protein and exacerbated food insecurity, and ensuing land-use change, habitat destruction
and species extinction due to the increased livestock production [72].

Taxation as an instrument to attenuate consumption of animal products, in particular
meat, and to account for their externalities, appeared as a frequent proposal in the present
review. A tax on animal products or specifically on meat could be imposed either directly on
consumers [34,61,74,75] or on the production side [62,75]. Whereas taxing factory farming
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harbours the risk that imports from other countries circumvent taxation as long as there
is no uniform international regulation, levies on animal products imposed on consumers
would apply to all sales in a country. In terms of a “zoonotic tax”, different tax rates might
apply according to the zoonotic risk associated with varying conditions of farming. Similar
arguments have been put forth by Treich [115], who claims that regulation on the demand
side (i.e., consumers) is more efficient than regulating producers in factoring in overall
externalities of meat production. Regulation of meat consumption might probably face,
however, strong opposition by meat producers as well as consumers [116]. Indeed, a carbon
tax on meat, integrating its environmental externalities, has hitherto not been introduced by
any country in the world [115], but the idea to impose a carbon tax on meat and dairy has
recently been advanced by the UK government [117]. Tax revenues could be utilised to fund
earmarked subsidies for zoonotic risk prevention such as supporting sustainable farming,
public campaigns for less meat-based diets or companies in the alternative meat sector.
Product labelling as a further tool to regulate the demand side by facilitating consumers’
informed food choices and to stimulate manufacturers’ and retailers’ shift to sustainable
food production [82] might have its pitfalls. As Parker et al. [118] point out, labelling of
meat products might be conveying reductionist information and misleading claims and be
susceptible to greenwashing, unless standards are set by governmental meta-regulation,
involving multiple stakeholders.

The necessity of a stringent legal framework for farm biosecurity notwithstanding,
farms are responsible for compliance with the rules such as safe-guarding hygienic stan-
dards. Moreover, beyond legal regulations, COVID-19 could be a starting point for ini-
tiatives by the livestock sector and food retailers towards improving animal welfare and
mitigating infectious disease and antimicrobial resistance risk. In Denmark in 1995, it
was the farmers’ initiative to stop administration of growth promoting anti-microbials
after high levels of resistant bacteria had been discovered in chickens from industrial
farming [108] and development but importantly also deployment of antibiotic substitutes,
such as plant bioactive compounds, probiotics, antimicrobial peptides, acidifiers, and func-
tional oligosaccharides, could restrain overuse of antibiotics but are currently lacking equal
efficacy [119]. Furthermore, food retailers and food companies as key actors along the food
supply chain play a central role, e.g., by excluding unsustainably manufactured goods from
their portfolio of products [59]. A case study from Germany on the motives of retailers to
market pasture-based beef identified as main factors both meeting perceived consumers’
demands as extrinsic, and concern for animal welfare as intrinsic motives [120]. Even
though the importance of retailers’ personal interest in animal welfare is highlighted in
this study, results nevertheless demonstrate the powerful influence of consumer behaviour,
implying that a change to sustainable food products must be initiated by the demand side.
Accordingly, food retailers show reservation towards innovative food products unless they
perceive clear benefits of these products for consumers [121]. To actively stimulate demand
for organic animal products or vegetarian or vegan goods, business stakeholders (e.g.,
farmers, retailers and food companies) could launch marketing campaigns emphasising
that in face of COVID-19, their products lack zoonotic risk as opposed to food from factory
farms. However, caution is warranted due to the possible greenwashing of such campaigns,
and because COVID-19-related messages on pandemic risk by factory farming have not
proven to be more effective in generating intentions to reduce meat consumption than, for
example, messages related to the health benefits of a low meat diet [102].

Demand for animal products is the root driving force dictating the size of the industrial
livestock farming sector and the associated zoonotic risk. The immediate impact of the
pandemic has entailed a downturn in global meat consumption [96], presumably mainly
imposed by constraints of food availability rather than awareness of the zoonotic origin
of the pandemic and concerns over factory farmed animal products. On the other hand,
eating meat as a source of COVID-19 was identified as one major topic in COVID-19-
related user conversations on the social media platform Twitter, where non-vegetarians
were blamed for the outbreak of the pandemic [122]. Interestingly, the blame was not
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restricted to consumption of wild meat in this study despite the presumable wildlife origin
of COVID-19. Indeed, as pointed out by Attwood & Hajat [97], previous zoonotic events
instigated noticeable, however, transient changes in consumer behaviour following the
outbreaks. For example, Chinese consumers’ demand for poultry dropped in the aftermath
of the avian influenza outbreak in 2013 due to the fact of food safety concerns, and beef
sales sustainably declined for many years following the discovery and occurrences of BSE
(bovine spongiform encephalopathy) in the 1980s and 1990s [97]. In the case of BSE, no
effect of decreased consumption of meat other than beef was noted though [97], and it can
be assumed that consumers simply replaced the “problematic” type of meat with other
meat, e.g., beef with pork. Research by Dhont et al. [101] moreover suggests that probably
as a result of COVID-19, consumers in a Western civilization rate factory farming and
global meat-eating habits as less important zoonotic risk factors than wildlife trade and
eating wild meat and might contextualize zoonoses mainly with “exotic” dietary habits
and wet markets, therefore not impugning their own dietary behaviours. Consistently,
messages stating the zoonotic risk of factory farming communicated to survey participants
during the COVID-19 pandemic did not elicit particularly strong intentions to reduce meat
intake [102]. Based on available evidence, a lasting impact of the pandemic on boosting
low-meat and no-meat diets is hence not expected, a conclusion shared by Halabowski and
Rzymski [54], who state that COVID-19 is unlikely to alter dietary choices with respect to
meat from livestock farming. At best, a marginal increase might be observed in the portions
of vegetarians, currently accounting for an estimated percentage of 5–10% globally [123],
and of vegans, not more than approximately 2% of the population depending on the
country [124]. Without a sustainable COVID-19-related effect, future worldwide meat
consumption could thus likely follow previous FAO projections anticipating a rise by
75–80% from 2005 to 2050, driven by increasing welfare and population growth [38,125]. In
this forecast, the highest relative increase is expected for South Asia, and particularly in
India, which boasts a long tradition of vegetarianism, meat consumption is predicted to
sextuple, yet to amount to merely 6.5% of the global consumption in 2050 [125]. Despite
slowing growth rates of meat demand, Western industrialised countries and China are
expected to still account for the bulk of global meat consumption by mid-century (based
on data in [125]). Contrary to the trend, younger people seem more inclined to reducing
meat consumption as a response to the COVID-19 crisis as suggested by negative attitudes
towards game meat in young relative to older Chinese adults [39] and the COVID-19-related
gain of the attraction of a vegan diet among young adults in the UK [99,100]. Relatedly,
propensities to perceive factory farming and global meat consumption as pandemic risks
and to endorse a preventive solution targeting factory farms and global meat consumption
were both slightly but significantly inversely correlated with age in a study by Dhont
et al. [101].

Achieving consumers’ widespread adoption of alternative proteins replacing con-
ventional meat as a potential solution to zoonotic threats by factory farming faces several
challenges. First, consumer acceptance is low compared with conventional meat, being
highest for plant-based alternatives, whereas cultured meat is moderately preferred and
insect-based food least accepted [89]. Nevertheless, insects are part of diets mainly outside
the Western world, particularly in the tropics and subtropics in countries like Mexico,
Zimbabwe, and Thailand [126], and as many as 80% of the world population are used to
eating insects [126], thus low acceptance, refusal or even disgust for insects as food are
culturally dependent. While plant-based proteins possess limited value to replace conven-
tional meat because of organoleptic and nutritional distinctness and because many meat
eaters simply refuse to change their diet [79], subjects committed to high meat consumption
are particularly receptive to cultured meat [89], presumably owing to its property and
potential to closely mimic real meat in terms of taste, texture, smell, and nutrients. In
contrast, insects usually represent no attractive option to consumers irrespective of their
meat eating habits [89]. Intriguingly, Bryant and Sanctorum [103] reported intention to buy
cultivated meat products in 40% of participants in their study in Belgium, and Dempsey
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and Bryant [127], in a survey among Chinese consumers conducted right before the onset
of COVID-19, found even a 70% willingness to try and a 58% willingness to buy cultured
meat, and a 34% willingness to replace natural meat with it. In another survey, 30%, 59%
and 56% of consumers in the United States, China and India, respectively, were very or
extremely likely to purchase cultured meat [128].

Besides consumer acceptability, technological challenges would still have to be over-
come and uncertainties clarified for both insects farmed as food and cultured meat, requir-
ing joint endeavours by businesses and governments to invest in research and development
activities. Farmed insects, most importantly, carry a risk of acting as vectors for bacteria,
viruses and parasites with potential pathogenicity for humans, although it has been claimed
that zoonotic risk is low and, in addition, there are issues with food allergens [79,129].
As for the production of cultured meat, animals would still be utilised for extraction of
embryonic or muscle tissue stem cells which are thereafter cultured, propagated and differ-
entiated in vitro (e.g., [115]). For cell culture growth, animal-origin-free media have been
developed as substitutes for foetal bovine serum (FBS) as a traditional growth medium
harvested from dead calves, and maintaining sterile conditions seems possible without the
use of antibiotics [79,130]. Problematic issues yet to be tackled include growth promoters
like hormones added to the culture medium that might exert adverse effects on human
health [130], the upscaling of the procedure for cost-effective industrial production and the
high energy consumption of the production process [79,115]. In terms of greenhouse gas
emissions, in vitro meat could thus fare worse than insect-based food and, as a matter of
debate, maybe also compared with industrial livestock products [115,131], but mitigation
is possible by the use of renewable energy [79]. Both alternatives are associated though
with reduced land use and decreased water consumption relative to intensive livestock
production [79,115,129]. As a possible implication of the future widespread replacement
of conventional with cultured meat, negative impacts on livestock-based economies in
developing countries have been addressed [131], which would arguably also occur with
other meat alternatives if these gained increased popularity. Moreover, alternative meat
sources do not solve health-related problems of high-meat diets, and people who now
abstain from meat mainly for ethical reasons might then be inclined to ingesting more
meat from “clean” sources. Cell-based meat production offers the possibility for targeted
modification though, for example, to decrease potentially unhealthy compounds such as
saturated fats [79,115].

4.3. Future Perspective

Relying on the identified COVID-19-related responses and proposals, as well as critical
appraisal thereof, is there a viable and sustainable perspective emerging for prevention of
future zoonotic pandemics associated with industrial animal farming, and which policies
are the most apt ones? Prohibition of intensive animal farming practices is not a sustainable
policy due to the anticipated increase in land use and deforestation caused by extensive
farming unless accompanied by a marked decline in demand for animal-based products.
However, an eminent and sustained effect of the crisis resulting in a continuing global
decrease in meat consumption is doubtful based on the evidence presented herein, and
it remains to be seen whether a possible effect of the crisis on the younger generations
is able to antagonise the predicted rise in meat demand. To discourage consumption of
animal products from industrial farming and to foster agro-ecological food production
and alternative protein sources, economic regulation of the demand side materialised as
“zoonotic risk tax” or “zoonotic tax” imposed on consumers as suggested by Espinosa
et al. [34] can be an appropriate avenue, to be implemented preferably in a larger context,
e.g., as an EU-wide tax, defying possible resistance by meat producers and consumers
alike [116]. This tax could be accompanied by a governmental (e.g., EU-wide) product
label stating the farming method [82]. Importantly, imposing a zoonotic tax should be
distinct from a carbon tax on meat [117] because of the risk of the latter of unintendedly
stimulating intensive poultry and pig farming owing to their smaller carbon footprints
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relative to beef farming [73]. Ideally, the zoonotic tax amount would differ by the degree
of zoonotic hazard associated with a certain product, thus reflecting the approach by
Jones [61] of an ethical obligation to avoid meat as per its zoonotic risk. Hence, meat
from organic agriculture would not be subject to zoonotic taxation as opposed to farmed
fish and products from intensive livestock farms. Earmarked revenues earned through
this tax should be utilised for subsidising products from organic farming to be available
to consumers for lower prices, and for funding research and development activities to
promote alternatives to conventional meat (e.g., [34,78]). This would aid in overcoming
technological barriers to cell-based meat production [80] and towards optimisation of
the production process to meet consumers’ desires and curb consumption of resources
to enable quick marketability of sustainable cell-based food. In regions where insects are
already popular as food, large-scale insect-based food production could be subsidised. In
general, however, cultured meat is preferable over insect-based food due to the potential
zoonotic risk associated with insect farms. Until the goal of phasing out or limiting factory
farming by such policies is attained, ensuring rigorous biosecurity standards (e.g., hygiene
measures, isolation from wildlife [23,47]) in conjunction with efficient local and global
disease monitoring using sophisticated methods [87] and best possible animal welfare
guided by the One Health principle, importantly also in low-income countries, will be of
the utmost importance to help to prevent the next pandemic from an industrial animal
farm.

4.4. Limitations and Strengths

This work has several limitations but also strengths. First, ecological risk factors affect-
ing pathogen transmission from wildlife to livestock [18], including habitat destruction and
deforestation [13], were not accounted for. These may act as risk factors also for infections
in industrial farms and ensuing zoonotic outbreaks as described, for example, for the Nipah
virus emergence in Malaysia [22]. This topic did not show up in the identified literature
but might have been missed because ecological causes of zoonoses were not a focus of the
present study. Another potential limitation might concern the use of Google Scholar as an
exclusive search engine instead of using also other search engines and databases. However,
owing to the wide range and variety of identifiable literature, we regarded Google Scholar
as an ideally suited search tool for this scoping study. Next, the scope of the search for
articles of the core literature was specified by using combined search terms for the aspect
of zoonosis in order to avoid mostly locating literature stating that COVID-19 is a zoonotic
disease for which also factory farming plays a role, but devoid of recommendations or
actions to prevent future outbreaks. Subsequent further category-specific screening of the
literature using a broader scope for the zoonotic aspect yielded relatively few additional
articles containing new information. It can hence be assumed that all relevant responses,
proposals, concepts and ideas were captured by the applied search strategy. Another po-
tential limitation concerns the fact that most studies reporting consumer responses referred
to the first lockdown period in many countries in spring 2020, so it could be speculated
that outcomes might have been different had these studies been extended to include a
longer time span. Furthermore, online newspapers and personal webpages not accessible
via Google Scholar but via web search were not considered as sources, just as blog post
entries that were retrieved via Google Scholar, to prevent drawing conclusions based on
anecdotal reports and newspaper articles reflecting journalists’ personal impressions and
opinions. This could be interpreted both as a weakness and a strength of the present study.
Presumably, more actual responses to the crisis, such as local food initiatives aimed at
curbing meat consumption, would have been identified had such sources been included
in the relevant literature. These were, however, considered as evidence when referenced
in the identified relevant literature. Eventually, since the main focus of the present study
was on zoonotic risk prevention, aspects of animal ethics and scrutiny of the sustainability
of policy proposals in terms of ecological impacts and carbon footprint might have been
missed out.
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5. Conclusions

In conclusion, the COVID-19 pandemic, albeit deemed of wildlife origin, has stimu-
lated a spectrum of responses affecting mitigation and prevention of zoonotic risk asso-
ciated with industrial animal farming. These include suggestions for action and policies
by experts and scholars, measures such as laws, as well as consumers’ behaviours, atti-
tudes and beliefs pertaining to ten identified fields of (potential) policy action and (to be)
implemented by distinct stakeholders. In the present review, strengthening biosecurity
and measures to curb consumption of animal products were found the prevailing topics,
and governmental regulation seems to assume a key role for efficient future policies. It
is improbable that consumers will, as a consequence of the COVID-19 pandemic, reduce
the intake of animal products from industrial farming on a large scale. Therefore, one
feasible way to sustainably curb the zoonotic risk of factory farming can be an earmarked
zoonotic risk tax on the demand side, revenues of which are to be deployed for subsidising
sustainable farming and research on and development and marketing of alternative meat,
preferably cultured meat. This long-term strategy, however, must be pursued along with
enhanced efforts to guarantee that biosecurity systems work well in industrial farms as
a strategy for short-term risk reduction. Recent avian influenza outbreaks due to the
emerging subtype H5N8 in poultry farms around the world leading to the first human
infections in Russian farm workers by end of 2020 [132] are just a further reminder that
action is urgently needed. Facilitated by disease outbreaks in crowded farming conditions,
genomic mutations and genetic exchange with other strains could endow a pathogen with
the capability to efficiently spread also in humans. If combined with case fatalities in
humans of the H5N1 avian influenza virus (i.e., an estimated 14–33% [133]), the ensuing
pandemic would be one of unprecedented scale. Understanding COVID-19 as a signal for
a sustainable change in our food system and for timely action could spare humanity such a
calamity.
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Appendix A

Search term combinations in Google Scholar for each of the ten thematic categories,
including a total number of hits and a number of relevant records between 1 January 2020
and May 2021.

Biosecurity and animal health:
COVID-19 AND zoono* AND prevention AND “animal health” AND vaccin* OR

antibiotics OR “biosecurity OR biosafety measures” OR “pathogen OR disease surveillance
OR monitoring” AND “livestock production” OR “industrial animal farming” OR “indus-
trial food animal production” OR “intensive animal husbandry” OR CAFO OR “factory
OR livestock farming”.

149 hits on 16 May 2021; 2 additional relevant articles: Carroll et al., 2021 [86]; Sikkema
& Koopmans, 2021 [87].

Dietary changes:
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COVID-19 AND “consumer awareness” AND “nutritional OR food OR dietary OR
“food consumption” habits OR behavio* OR choice” AND meat OR “animal products”
OR vegan OR vegetarian AND “livestock production” OR “industrial animal farming”
OR “industrial food animal production” OR “intensive animal husbandry” OR CAFO OR
“factory OR livestock farming”.

59 hits on 17 May 2021; 1 additional relevant article: Ghislain, 2021 [82].
Since modification of animal products-related food habits is not necessarily tied to

factory farming, an additional search performed on 28 May 2021, using the same terms but
omitting search terms for factory farming (“livestock production” OR “industrial animal
farming” OR “industrial food animal production” OR “intensive animal husbandry” OR
CAFO OR “factory OR livestock farming”) yielded 188 hits but still only one additional
relevant article (Ghislain, 2021 [82]).

Alternatives to animal products:
COVID-19 AND zoono* AND “cultured OR cell-based OR cultivated meat” OR en-

tomophagy OR “insect-based food” OR “plant-based meat” OR “alternative proteins”
AND “livestock production” OR “industrial animal farming” OR “industrial food ani-
mal production” OR “intensive animal husbandry” OR CAFO OR “factory OR livestock
farming”.

73 hits on 18 May 2021; 3 additional relevant articles: Bryant & Sanctorum, 2021 [103];
Niemiec et al., 2021 [102]; Smith et al., 2021 [80].

Prohibition of factory farming:
COVID-19 AND zoono* AND prohibit OR prohibition OR ban AND “industrial live-

stock production” OR “industrial animal farming” OR “industrial food animal production”
OR “intensive animal husbandry” OR CAFO OR “factory farming” OR “industrial livestock
farming”.

77 hits on 21 May 2021; 1 additional relevant article: Open Cages et al., 2020 [59].

Taxation on animal products:
COVID-19 AND “taxation OR tax OR levies on meat” OR “taxation OR tax OR

levies on animal products” OR “meat tax OR taxation” AND “livestock production” OR
“industrial animal farming” OR “industrial food animal production” OR “intensive animal
husbandry” OR CAFO OR “factory OR livestock farming”.

22 hits on 18 May 2021; 0 additional relevant articles.

Economic regulation of factory farming:
COVID-19 AND zoono* AND regulat* OR “invest* in” OR fund* OR tax* OR subsid*

AND “industrial livestock production” OR “industrial animal farming” OR “industrial food
animal production” OR “intensive animal husbandry” OR CAFO OR “factory farming”
OR “industrial livestock farming”.

91 hits on 20 May 2021; 0 additional relevant articles.

Support for sustainable farming:
COVID-19 AND zoono* AND “sustainable OR organic farming” OR agroecology

AND “industrial livestock production” OR “industrial animal farming” OR “industrial
food animal production” OR “intensive animal husbandry” OR CAFO OR “factory farming”
OR “industrial livestock farming”.

35 hits on 22 May 2021; 1 additional relevant article: Lymbery, 2020 [17].

One Health approach:
COVID-19 AND zoono* AND “One Health” AND “industrial livestock production”

OR “industrial animal farming” OR “industrial food animal production” OR “intensive
animal husbandry” OR CAFO OR “factory farming” OR “industrial livestock farming”.

62 hits on 28 May 2021: 0 additional relevant articles.

Ban on wildlife trade:
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COVID-19 AND “wildlife trade” AND consumption AND “ban OR prohibition”
AND “livestock production” OR “industrial animal farming” OR “industrial food ani-
mal production” OR “intensive animal husbandry” OR CAFO OR “factory OR livestock
farming”.

81 hits on 18 May 2021; 0 additional relevant articles.

Human population degrowth:
COVID-19 zoono* “human population growth OR control” “industrial livestock pro-

duction” OR “industrial animal farming” OR “industrial food animal production” OR
“intensive animal husbandry” OR CAFO OR “factory farming” OR “industrial livestock
farming”.

8 hits on 28 May 2021: 0 additional relevant articles.

Appendix B

Table A1. Summary of the relevant literature and content classified according to topics.

Reference Relevant Content
Main Actors for

Implementation, Type
of Regulation

Biosecurity and Animal Health

Aigner et al., 2020 [53] Proposal to identify and collect microbes, such as viruses, known to be
shared by livestock and humans mainly legal

Andrews, 2020 [60] Proposal for selective breeding of farmed animals with stronger immune
systems to decrease their vulnerability

mainly legal;
governmental-

economical;
business/private

Broom, 2020 [48]; Petrovan
et al., 2020 [47] 1

Proposal for various universal biosecurity measures (protective clothing
and training for farm workers, controlling access of visitors and vehicles,

separation of livestock from wild animals, preventing food and water
contamination, limitation of the stocking densities of animals to
contribute to their welfare and enhance their immune systems,

regulation of international animal transports with enforcement of
detailed health checks); reduction of antibiotic overuse (Broom, 2020 [47])

mainly legal

Carroll et al., 2021 [86] 2
Suggested establishment of a global early warning viral surveillance

network with focus on hotspots of disease emergence embedded within
the United Nations

intergovernmental/supra-
national

Ellwanger et al., 2021 [50] Reducing and controlling contact between humans and livestock animals
as an important factor for zoonotic disease prevention mainly legal

Espinosa et al., 2020 [34] Proposal to incentivise early reporting of disease outbreaks by farms governmental-economic

Haider, 2020 [65] Suggestion to enforce regulations on companies to invest in measures for
risk mitigation of and preparedness to infectious diseases legal

Halabowski & Rzymski,
2021 [54]

Recommendation for screening for SARS-CoV-2 and other viruses in
mink but also farm workers; culling of mink as response to SARS-CoV-2
infections in Denmark, the Netherlands and Spain to prevent spread to

humans; development of vaccine to SARS-CoV-2 for mink

mainly legal;
business/private

He et al., 2021 [55]
Quarantining and safely disposing of livestock with suspected

SARS-CoV-2 infection and monitoring novel SARS-CoV-2 strains as
recommended measures

mainly legal

Hedman et al., 2020 [63] Call for improved stewardship of antibiotics by all countries in the
context of poultry farming mainly legal
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Table A1. Cont.

Reference Relevant Content
Main Actors for

Implementation, Type
of Regulation

Hobbs & Reid, 2020 [56]

Dutch mink farms without SARS-CoV-2 infection are allowed to continue
business under condition of ongoing surveillance activities; culling of

mink in Dutch and Danish farms in 2020 because of SARS-CoV-2
infections

legal

Jones, 2021 [61] Request to curtail non-therapeutic antibiotic use in farming mainly legal

Lindhout & Reniers, 2020
[49]

Proposed set of measures for improved biosecurity (biosafety education,
hygiene measures, distancing from animals, personal protection for farm
workers, routine disease control and preventive vaccination in farmed

animals, rapid isolation of farms once a zoonosis case is detected)

mainly legal

OMP, 2020 [64] Recommendation to improve management of industrial agriculture to
impede disease outbreaks and antimicrobial resistance mainly legal

Open Cages et al., 2020
[59] 2

Call to limit stocking densities and breed growth rates for poultry in the
UK legal

Passi, 2020 [84] Monitoring infectious disease emergence in livestock e.g., with GLEWS
as recommendation for a short-term response to zoonotic risk

intergovernmental/supra-
national

Peters, 2020 [57] Massive culling of mink in Dutch and Danish farms in 2020 because of
SARS-CoV-2 infections legal

Pueyo, 2020 [62] Suggestion to replace the use of antimicrobials by healthier living
conditions of farm animals mainly legal

Sahu et al., 2020 [52]

Advise for adoption of biosecurity measures such as quarantine on farms,
hygiene in accredited slaughterhouses, safe disposal of effluents from

farms, rearing of native breeds on pastures instead of intensive farming,
prohibition of antibiotic overuse

mainly legal

Sikkema & Koopmans,
2021 [87] 2

Suggestion to use big data analysis, bioinformatics and metagenomics for
rapid detection of pathogens and as tools to identify hot spots of disease

emergence as part of an interdisciplinary One Health approach

mainly
intergovernmental/supra-

national

Van Langevelde et al.,
2020 [51]

Suggested policy to reduce probability of contact between wildlife and
livestock and to ensure good sanitary conditions and sanitary controls to

safeguard health of livestock animals
mainly legal

Xia et al., 2020 [58] 1 Massive culling of mink in Danish farms in 2020 because of SARS-CoV-2
infections legal

Dietary changes

Attwood & Hajat, 2020
[97]

Increased demand of organic products in high-income countries during
spring 2020 partly based on consumers’ food safety concerns consumers

Bogueva & Marinova,
2020 [74]

Proposal for sustainability social marketing to encourage curbing
consumption of animal products, accompanying taxation of

animal-based foods

governmental-
informational

Daszak et al., 2020 [75] Call to reduce excessive meat consumption from livestock production consumers

Dhont et al., 2021 [101]

UK survey: zoonotic risk by factory farming and global meat
consumption rated less important by consumers than wildlife trade and
consumption, even when scientific information was provided on their

equal importance; this effect was particularly pronounced in those eating
high meat diets

consumers

Espinosa et al., 2020 [34]
Recommendation for informational policies to restrict meat consumption
and to promote plant-based diets and for reviewing role of plant-based

diets in nutritional guidelines

governmental-
informational
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Table A1. Cont.

Reference Relevant Content
Main Actors for

Implementation, Type
of Regulation

FAO, 2020 [96] 1 Decline of worldwide meat consumption in 2020, mainly due to supply
chain disruptions and economic hardships because of COVID-19 consumers

Ghislain, 2021 [82] 2 Suggestion of introducing an EU-wide mandatory label on animal
products stating the production method

governmental-
informational

Greger, 2020 [66] Call for reduction of meat consumption which also addresses the climate
crisis and health issues consumers

Halabowski & Rzymski,
2021 [54]

Decrease of global meat consumption during COVID-19 for different
reasons consumers

Jones, 2021 [61] Suggestion of a moral obligation on the part of consumers not to buy and
eat meat whose production is associated with zoonotic risk consumers

Niemiec et al., 2021 [102] 2

U.S. survey: message about pandemic risk by factory farming did not
cause stronger intentions to reduce meat consumption and try

plant-based meat alternatives than messages about benefits for health,
animal welfare, and the environment

consumers

Pueyo, 2020 [62] Information campaigns emphasising benefits of dietary change including
advice how to carry it out could be funded by tax on factory farming

governmental-
informational

Schockmel, 2020 [99] Examples of how COVID-19 has stimulated adoption of a vegan diet consumers

Alternatives to animal products

Anomaly, 2020 [78] 1 Proposal to urge governments to invest in development and mass
production of cell-based meat governmental-economic

Attwood & Hajat, 2020
[97]

Increased sales of plant-based meat alternatives in the US during spring
2020 partly based on consumers’ food safety concerns consumers

Broom, 2020 [48]; Petrovan
et al., 2020 [47] 1

Suggest promotion of substitutes for animal products by governments
“and others”, including synthetic or plant-based products (e.g., cultured

meat, synthetic fur)

mainly governmental-
informational

Bryant & Sanctorum, 2021
[103] 2

Survey in Belgium: no change of consumers’ attitudes towards
plant-based and cultured meat after the first coronavirus wave;

satisfaction with plant-based meat alternatives slightly but significantly
increased

consumers

Espinosa et al., 2020 [34] Recommend subsidising development of insect-based food and cultured
meat governmental-economic

Halabowski & Rzymski,
2021 [54]

State high importance of research and development regarding alternative
meat, foremost cultured meat

business/private;
governmental-economic

Lee, 2021 [98] Heightened consumers’ interest in plant-based meat alternatives consumers

Niemiec et al., 2021 [102]2
U.S. survey: message about pandemic risk by factory farming did not

cause stronger intentions to try plant-based meat alternatives than
messages about benefits for health, animal welfare, and the environment

consumers

Rzymski et al., 2021 [79]
Call for funding research and development of cultured meat to overcome

technological obstacles, creating public awareness, and initiate
regulations for market introduction

governmental-economic,
governmental-
informational

Schuck-Paim, 2020 [73] Investments should be directed to development of safe food sources that
are competitive alternatives to conventional animal-based products governmental-economic

Smith et al., 2021 [80] 2

Recommendations (specifically for the US) for public funding of research
and development of plant-based and cultured meat, expanding existing
funding for alternative meats, and targeting promising innovations e.g.,

to lower prices and identify cell lines

governmental-economic
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Table A1. Cont.

Reference Relevant Content
Main Actors for

Implementation, Type
of Regulation

Wiebers & Feigin, 2020
[20] 1

Advise to rapidly adopt eating protein that is safer for humans, including
plant-based and cultured meat consumers

Prohibition of factory farming

Greger, 2020 [66] Call for shutting down factory farms legal

Halabowski & Rzymski,
2021 [54] Dutch parliament prohibited mink farming by end of 2020 legal

Hobbs & Reid, 2020 [56];
Denis et al., 2020 [70]1 Dutch mink farms infected with SARS-CoV-2 closed by law legal

Open Cages et al., 2020
[59] 2 Request to the UK government to phase out intensive poultry farming legal

Peters, 2020 [57]; Xia et al.,
2020 [58] 1 Prohibition of mink farming by Dutch parliament legal

Wiebers & Feigin, 2020
[20] 1 Confining animals in factory farms should be discontinued globally legal

Taxation on animal products

Blum & Neumärker, 2020
[76]

Taxation on animal products suggested to be useful for promoting
sustainable dietary behaviour governmental-economic

Bogueva & Marinova,
2020 [74]; Espinosa et al.,

2020 [34]

Suggest imposing tax on animal-based products, i.e., a “zoonotic” tax
(Espinosa et al., 2020 [33]) governmental-economic

Daszak et al., 2020 [75] Suggest considering taxes or levies on meat consumption where there is
clear evidence for high pandemic risk governmental-economic

Jones, 2021 [61] For short-term zoonotic risk mitigation, higher taxes could be imposed
on meat produced by risky practices such as from CAFOs governmental-economic

Economic regulation of factory farming

Daszak et al., 2020 [75] Suggest considering taxes or levies on meat or livestock production
where there is clear evidence for high pandemic risk governmental-economic

Espinosa et al., 2020 [34] Proposal to subsidise farms according to the zoonotic risk of their
activities governmental-economic

Haider, 2020 [65] Suggestion to enforce regulations on companies to invest in measures for
risk mitigation of and preparedness to infectious diseases legal

Open Cages et al., 2020
[59] 2

Call for UK food retailers and supermarkets to quit marketing of chicken
from intensive farming business/private

Pueyo, 2020 [62] Taxes on industrial animal farming to be considered governmental-economic

Schuck-Paim, 2020 [73] Divestment from companies involved in factory farming and avoidance
of investing in such companies as critical contributions business/private

Support for sustainable farming

Ghislain, 2021 [82] 2 Suggestion of introducing an EU-wide mandatory label on animal
products stating the production method

governmental-
informational

Lee, 2021 [98] Reports on increasing consumers’ interest in products from organic
farming consumers

Lurie, 2020 [90] Private investments are advocated to be directed to food systems that
exhibit sustainable farming practices business/private
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Table A1. Cont.

Reference Relevant Content
Main Actors for

Implementation, Type
of Regulation

Lymbery, 2020 [17] 2 Call for urgent action to move away from factory farming practices
globally in favour of an agro-ecological food system no preferred policy

Montenegro de Wit, 2021
[77]

Agro-ecological practices presented as alternative to factory farms,
contributing to pandemic control

mainly
governmental-economic

Open Cages et al., 2020
[59] 2

In the long term, chicken sold in UK supermarkets should be from
organic agriculture only business/private, legal

Pueyo, 2020 [62] Tax on factory farming to be used to effectuate transition to alternative,
sustainable agri-food schemes governmental-economic

Wiebers & Feigin, 2020
[20] 1

Additional funding of plant-based agriculture to promote growing food
for humans rather than feed for livestock to feed humans governmental-economic

One Health approach

Ellwanger et al., 2021 [50] Reduction of human contact with livestock as part of One Health
intergovernmental/supra-

national,
legal

Daszak et al., 2020 [75]

Suggest formation of an intergovernmental council to identify and alert
to pandemic risk, and to inform intervention and control measures;
suggestion for institutionalisation of the One Health approach by

national governments

intergovernmental/supra-
national;

legal

Passi, 2020 [84] One Health as long-term solution to reduce risk of further zoonotic
outbreaks

intergovernmental/supra-
national

Peters, 2020 [57]
Claims a pronounced scope of the One Health concept also on livestock;

suggestion to modify and strengthen One Health to become a legal
principle, call for global animal law

intergovernmental/supra-
national,

legal

Sikkema & Koopmans,
2021 [87] 2

Suggestion to use big data analysis, bioinformatics, and metagenomics
for rapid detection of pathogens and as tools to identify hot spots of

disease emergence as part of an interdisciplinary One Health approach

mainly
intergovernmental/supra-

national

ten Have, 2020 [88]
Health governance should be global as represented by the One Health

principle which implies surveillance of human connections with animals
particularly in the bioindustry

intergovernmental/supra-
national

Ban on wildlife trade

Booth et al., 2021 [72];
OMP, 2020 [64]

Meat from livestock production would have to replace wildlife meat if
banned, driving land-use change and ensuing zoonotic infectious disease

risk
legal

Roe et al., 2020 [19]
Habitat destruction and industrial livestock production as key drivers of

zoonotic risk are unintended consequences of replacing wildlife with
livestock meat

legal

Roe & Lee, 2021 [71]

Ban on wild meat consumption could entail more consumption of meat
from livestock, leading to habitat destruction (due to growing plants for
animal feed) and intensification of livestock production, key drivers of

zoonotic risk

legal

Human population degrowth

Rubenstein, 2020 [81]

Dense human populations favour encounter and spread of zoonotic
pathogens; to feed more people, more factory farms are needed that

increase zoonotic risk even more. The author suggests reduction of U.S.
population to 150 mio inhabitants by tax incentives to limit maximum

number of offspring

governmental-economic

1 Relevant literature located from the references, part of the core literature. 2 Relevant literature identified from additional searches on each
topic, not part of the core literature.
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